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Introduction
There is continuous effort by researcher in exploring 

alternatives to conventional materials and advances in materials 
performance which makes temptation in the development of 
composite systems. Nanocomposites are commonly known as 
materials consisting of two or more dissimilar materials with 
well defined interfaces, where at least one of the materials being 
nano structured in one, two, or three dimensions. Generally, one 
material forms a continuous matrix while the other provides the 
reinforcement. The two materials must be chemically inert with 
respect to each other so no interaction occurs upon heating until 
one of the components melts; an exception to this condition is 
a small degree of inter diffusion at the reinforcement-matrix 
interface to increase bonding. Co-deposition of particles in 
a metallic matrix enables the production of a large range of 
composite materials with unique properties. Metal-matrix 
nanocomposites are becoming commercially viable engineering 
materials that provide significant advantages over traditional 

monolithic alloys. In metal matrix nanocomposites, metal act as 
matrix i.e. continuous phase and second phase can be reinforcing 
materials e.g. oxides, carbides, nitrides etc. of various metal or 
alloys Si, Al, Ti, Zr, W, B etc. Coatings of nanocomposite materials 
are used for protection of the automotive parts which are subject 
to corrosive environments [1,2]. Recently, these coatings have 
been considered due to their enhanced mechanical [3-5] magnetic 

[6] elevated temperature [7] optical [8,9] and excellent catalytic 
properties [10] metal matrix nanocomposites have considerable 
applications in aerospace, automotive and military industries due 
to their high mechanical properties and good physical behaviour 
including light weight, electrical and thermal conductivity [11] 

. The abrasion and corrosion resistance of components can be 
greatly increased by protective coatings and this is a growing 
industry of considerable economic importance [12]. Keeping 
above in view a broader aspect of metal matrix nanocomposites 
has been considered and discussed in this communication.

General Methods of Preparation
A number of processes are used for the preparation of 

composite materials depending on the required properties and 
choice of material system. Some of these are mentioned here 
such as Al-SiC, Al-Al2O3, Mg-SiC, Mg-Al2O3 of high specific strength 
, stiffness, temperature resistance, low thermal expansion 
coefficient, wear resistance and thermal conductivity are 
prepared by fusion infiltration, extrusion, forging, gravity and 
die casting while PbC and Pb-Al2O3 for high stiffness and creep 
resistance are prepared by fusion infiltration only [13]. Cu-W for 
burn up resistance and Pb-C and Brass-Teflon for load carrying 
capacity and wear resistance are prepared by powder metallurgy 
and infiltration. Similarly Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP)   
for Al-Al2O3,  High Pressure Torsion (HPT) for Cu-Fe composite, 
Hot pressing for Cu-Al2O3 composite, hot extrusion for Mg-Al2O3, 
Sintering for Cu-MgO, Microwave sintering for Co-WC, Plasma 
spraying for Al-CNT, High velocity oxyfuel spraying (HVOS) for 
Ni-Al2O3, Cold spraying for Co-WC. Some other techniques such 
as spark plasma sintering, sol-gel and electrodeposition are also 
available for the preparation of metal matrix nanocomposites.
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Electrolytic preparation: A novel approach

Among all the techniques mentioned above, electrodeposition 
is the “one step-bottom up” approach for the preparation of 
metal matrix nanocomposites from electroactive species that 
can be reduced at the cathode. This is a most conventional 
technique and is used vastly due to its certain advantages over 
other competing technologies since it has the advantages of 
uniform deposition on complex shaped substrates, low cost, good 
reproducibility, easy control, being low energy process, and can 
be scaled down to the deposition of a few atoms or up to large 
dimensions near room temperature. Electrodeposition of metal 
matrix nanocomposite is the process in which micron or nano 
sized particles suspended in the electrolytic bath are codeposited 
in the growing metal layer with an applied current or potential 
used to deposit a film of metal or alloy by the reduction of 
metallic ions onto a conductive substrate. With the trend towards 
miniaturization, electrodeposition has established itself as the 
manufacturing technology of choice [14]. Electrodeposition has 
been used for the preparation of thin films of ferroelectric [15], 
piezoelectric [16], magnetic materials [17] superconductors 
[18] and semiconductors [19]. The interest in electrodeposition 
[20] for biomedical applications stems from a variety of 
reasons, such as the possibility of deposition of stoichiometric, 
high-purity material to a degree not easily achievable by other 
processing techniques and the possibility of forming coatings 
and bodies of complex shape. Electrodepositions are especially 
attractive for the design of solid-oxide fuel cells [21], solar cells, 
electrochromic devices [22], microelectronic devices, fiber-
reinforced composites and batteries [19]. Protective coatings 
and electrode materials were deposited via electrodeposition 
[23]. Electrolytic TiO2, RuO2, SnO2, Nb2O5, and composite films are 
of considerable interest for fabrication of dimensionally stable 
anodes, supercapacitors, and for other electrochemical and 
catalytic applications.

Techniques for electrodeposition

In general Direct Current (DC), such as either in the form 
of constant current or in the form of interrupted DC is used in 
the plating.  Superimposition of Alternating Current (AC) on DC 
in the form of asymmetrical, pulse, symmetrical and periodic 
reverse current is also used in the electrodeposition. In the 
simplest case of DC electrodeposition a power source in the 
form of a battery or rectifier which converts AC electricity to 
regulated low voltage DC is providing the necessary current. This 
type of circuit arrangement directs electrons from the power 
supply (rectifier) to the cathode (the object to be plated). In its 
rudimentary stage, batteries have been used to carry out the 
process, which later on got augmented to the direct current. In 
its simplest form, pulse plating is carried out by interruption of 
DC during electrodeposition. Alternating current has a marked 
influence on many electrochemical reactions and has been 
established as suitable alternative technique to the conventional 
plating by direct current. It facilitates the anodic dissolution of 
certain metals (manganese, nickel, platinum, chromium etc), 
normally retarded by passivation. This affects the structure and 
properties of the deposits by reducing porosity and increasing 

brightness. Asymmetric AC deposition is the superimposition of 
AC on DC with the peak voltage of the AC being larger than that 
of the DC voltage so that periodic reversal of polarity takes place. 
A detail on the concept of pulse and pulse reverse plating has 
been reviewed by Chandrasekaran and Puspavanam [24]. The 
experimental set-up used for carrying out the electrodeposition 
and cathodic polarization measurement in our laboratory has 
been illustrated in Figures 1a & 1b respectively.

Plating variables

The codeposition of particulates within an electroplating 
process is an attractive procedure to produce improved 
materials for technological applications [25]. The principal 
parameters acting on the composite electrodeposition process 
are the compositions of the electrolytic bath, the presence of 
additives, the pH value, the temperature [26-29], the induced 
hydrodynamic conditions, the imposed current conditions [30] 
and of course the characteristics of the reinforcing particles 
size [31], conductivity [32] hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity [33] 

Figure 1a: Experimental set up for Electrodeposition (A) Regulated DC 
power supply (B) Stirrer (C) Electrolysis cell consisting of two nickel 
anodes and a copper cathode and (D) a thermostat to maintain the con-
stant bath temperature.

Figure 1b: Electrochemical set up for polarization studies.
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and surface charge [26,34]. The residence time of a particle, 
the velocities of the particle in the vicinity of the electrode 
and the effect of moving particles on stationary particles in 
contact with the electrode all play a role in the codeposition 
of the particles. It has been experimentally established that 
among all the deposition variables, current density plays most 
important role in producing nanocomposite, the number of 
nuclei increases linearly with time after the induction period 
and before saturation conditions are achieved. The saturation 
value depends on the operating conditions (mainly overvoltage, 
concentration of electroactive species); the deposits obtained 
at low current density consist of a small number of nuclei, with 
increasing current density the number of nuclei increases thus 
producing nanocrystalline deposits. The nanocrystallinity has 
been recognised to be obtainable with the systems associated 
with low exchange current density at overvoltage close to the 
end of the Tafel region. The exchange current density is actually 
the main reason for grain growth, also driving the growth of the 
larger grains at the expense of smaller ones [35]. Usually the 
deposits obtained from simple salt solutions presents a small 
number of isolated nuclei which grow into coarse crystallites 
while complexing in otherwise identical baths can give rise to 
the formations of nanocrystalline deposits. It is important to 
adjust the plating variables in order to control the properties of 
the produced composite coatings that depend on the amount of 
incorporated particles and their distribution.

Mechanisms and models of particle codeposition in 
metallic matrix

Several theoretical models have been proposed to describe 
the codeposition phenomenon and mechanism underlying 
particle incorporation in a metal matrix. However, the mechanism 
is not fully understood and the mathematical model to predict the 
amount of codeposited particles is verified only for few systems 
and in controlled conditions.  The equations cannot take into 
account all the variables of the process and therefore have only 
been developed for particular experimental conditions. 

The first attempt to explain electrochemical codeposition 
was made by Whithers [36]. He proposed that the particles 
with a positive surface charge are drawn to the cathode by 
electrophoresis. Williams and Martin [37] suggested that the 
particles are also transported to the cathode by the agitation of the 
bath and are mechanically entrapped by the growing metal layer 
Brandes et al. [38] rejected the idea of mechanical entrapment. 
They suggested that there is some attractive force holding the 
particles at the cathode long enough to be incorporated by the 
growing metal layer. Saifullin et al. [39] were the first to present 
a model to calculate the weight percent of incorporated particles. 
This model was based on mechanical entrapment only and has to 
be rejected. Three years later Bazard et al. [40] proposed that the 
particles collide with the cathode surface due to the bath agitation 
and that the particles should stay at the cathode surface a certain 
time to become occluded. They developed a simple equation to 
calculate the weight percent of embedded particles.

The first quantitative model of electrolytic codeposition of 
MMCs was proposed by Guglielmi [41] which was based on a 

two-step codeposition mechanism. The proposed steps were 

(1) adsorption of a layer of loosely adsorbed particles and 
then 

(2) a strong adsorption of the particles onto the electrode. 

The loose adsorption coverage, a ratio of the area covered 
by loosely adsorbed particles to the total electrode area, was 
expressed in terms of the concentration of suspended particles 
using the classical Langmuir adsorption isotherm. For the strong 
adsorption rate, the volume of particles strongly adsorbed was 
given by a Tafel-type exponential relationship at high over 
potentials that depended on kinetic constants. The volume of 
metal electrodeposited was obtained by Faraday’s law. Thus, the 
volume fraction of incorporated particles was then formulated 
as a function of the bulk concentration and the electrode over 
potential. From this model the volume fraction of incorporated 
particles, α, can be mathematically expressed by:
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Where Mm and ρm are the atomic weight and the density of 
electrodeposited metal respectively, i0 the exchanging current 
density, z the valence of the electrodeposited metal, F the 
Faraday constant, η the electrode reaction over potential, Cp,b 
the particle concentration in the bulk electrolyte and k the 
Langmuir isotherm constant, mainly determined by the intensity 
of interaction between particles and cathode. The parameters 
V0 and B are related to particle deposition, and both play a 
symmetrical role with the parameters i0 and A related to metal 
deposition. The adsorption of metals ions on the particles surface 
forming an ionic cloud was subsequently considered by Foster 
et al. [42] taking into account the ζ-potential and electrophoretic 
forces. The particle deposition rate is again defined as a Langmuir 
adsorption isotherm, where the measure of the particle cathode 
interaction k depends on:

•	 The electrostatic interaction, which is determined by the 
charge adsorbed on the particles and the potential field at 
the cathode.

•	 The physical bond, which depends on the rate at which 
metal is deposited, that is the current density. 

•	 Mechanical factors, like the particle properties and the 
agitation rate.

This model was adopted for many years but the amount of 
embedded particles was meant to be dependent only on the 
particles concentration and on the current density. Valdes [43] 
used the wealth of knowledge that existed on the deposition 
of Brownian particles on surfaces and applied it to the field of 
electrolytic codeposition. The complex and often ill-understood 
correlations between the transport of ions and the transport of 
particles in a plating bath make it a formidable task. Apart from 
the usual Brownian diffusion and hydrodynamic convection, 
Valdes also considered electromigration (electrophoretic 
transport) and diffusion migration among the transport 
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mechanisms, bringing particles from the bulk of the suspension 
to the interface. Electrophoretic and diffusiophoretic motions 
are interfacially driven transport mechanisms caused by the 
polarization of the double layer surrounding a charged particle 
in response to an electrical field and a concentration gradient. 
Electrophoretic transport is determined by the sign and value of 
the zeta potential of the particle. Diffusiophoresis, on the other 
hand, drives particles towards regions of higher electrolyte 
concentration irrespective of the sign of surface charge of the 
particle. Valdes models the electro-deposition of Brownian 
particles on a RDE using three different boundary conditions: 
the Perfect Sink (SINK) model, the Surface Force Boundary Layer 
Approximation (SFBLA) and the Electrode-Ion-Particle-Electron 
Transfer (EIPET) model.

•	 The perfect sink model is the easiest. It assumes that the 
attraction forces dominate, so that particles that make 
contact with the electrode are irreversibly captured. This 
boundary condition leads to a codeposition model that is 
mass-transport controlled.

•	 In the SFBLA approach, the interaction potential near 
the electrode is composed of the traditional Derjaguin-
Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) forces and the 
electrophoretic and diffusiophoretic contributions.

•	 In the EIPET boundary condition, the electrochemical 
reduction of electro-active ions adsorbed on the particle 
provides the essential surface binding interaction which 
is responsible for particle deposition on the electrode 
surface.

Eng [44] extended Valdes’ modelling approach to a Rotating 
Cylinder Electrode (RCE). She assumed that the transport 
of particles by convection can be neglected. The influence of 
convection is taken into account by the thickness of the diffusion 
layer. It is assumed that the diffusion layer thickness varies with 
rotation speed in accordance with an empirical correlation that 
was established experimentally. Three kinetic models for the 
particle codeposition were considered: the perfect sink model, 
the surface force boundary layer approximation model and the 
Modified Electrode-Ion-Particle Electron Transfer (MEIPET) 
model. Her model with perfect sink kinetics predicts that the flux 
of particles is independent of rotation speed. This is due to the fact 
that the flux of particles and metal depends on the rotation speed 
in an identical way. The SFBLA and MEIPET boundary conditions 
yield a codeposition rate that decreases with increasing rotation 
speed.

To overcome the shortcoming in the Guglielmi’s model; Celis 
et al. [45] and later Fransaer et al. [46] developed a model to 
non-Brownian particles (particles diameter < 1µm) that took 
into account also the hydrodynamic effect and the particles 
characteristics. The basic assumption of this model is that all 
particles are surrounded by a cloud of adsorbed species, mainly 
metal ions, and can be incorporated into the metal matrix only if 
an efficient part of these chemical species is reduced at the same 
time with the metal ions on the cathode. Moreover, the model 
considers spherical particles and the current efficiency is 100% 

which is based on the important influence of the electrolyte 
stirring. The model consists of five consecutive steps as 

•	 Formation of ionic clouds on the particles;

•	 Convection towards the cathode surface;

•	 Diffusion through a hydrodynamic boundary layer;

•	 Diffusion through a concentration boundary layer;

•	 Adsorption at the cathode where particles are entrapped 
within the metal deposit by the reduction of the ionic 
cloud. 

This model has been used successfully on the qualitative 
explanation of experimental data for Zn-polystyrene composite 
depositions. However, the particle electrode interaction forces 
and their relative importance remained in question.  Hwang 
and Hwang [47] extended an improvement on Guglielmi’s 
model by adopting it to the mechanism put forward by Celis et 
al. [45]. For three current density ranges the particle deposition 
rate is determined by the electrode reactions for ions adsorbed 
on the particles whose rates are determined by kinetic and/
or diffusion parameters. A diffusion layer and concentration 
profile equivalent to that at an electrode are thought to develop 
at the particle surface. Since, Co-SiC composite deposition was 
experimentally investigated, the starting point is the reduction 
of H+ and Co2+ adsorbed on the particles. Three different current 
density ranges for the reduction of these ions are distinguished:

•	 Low current density where only H+ ions are reduced

•	 Intermediate current density, where the H+ reduction rate 
has reached its limiting value and also Co2+ is reduced.

•	 High current where for both ions the reduction rate is at 
its limiting value.

Later Vereecken et al. [48] proposed another model which 
took into account the particles kinetics and residence time at 
the electrode surface and suggested the transport of particles to 
the surface is controlled by convective-diffusion. The influence 
of particle gravitational force and hydrodynamics is accounted 
for various current densities but is valid only when the particle 
size is smaller than the diffusion layer thickness. Recently Lee 
and Talbot [49] proposed a model to predict the amount of 
nanoparticle incorporation in a kinetically as well as in the 
mass transfer limited region of the electrochemical deposition. 
The validity of the various theoretical models, underlying 
particle incorporation in a metal matrix, still requires much 
attention, since the electrochemical co-deposition is still not fully 
understood [30,50]. Currently the models used to explain the 
entrapment of the particles are confined to specific conditions, 
therefore primary empirical laboratory trials remain important 
and will require special attention to interactive variables and 
operating electrolysis parameters. Subsequent models which 
have been formulated time to time did not succeed to provide 
a general approach to the codeposition of inert particles into 
metallic coatings even if much more factors have been taken 
into consideration. However, the flexibility and the reliability of 
each model to describe the behaviour of a wide range of metallic 
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coatings and particle types still require validation. Often the 
mathematical relationship is strictly related to the experimental 
set-up and in all the models available so far the effect of the 
particles codeposition on the deposit electrocrystallization has 
not been considered.

Cathodic polarization study 

The polarization behaviour of metal plays an important role 
in cathodic deposition which controls the process of deposition 
and also influences the electrocrystallization behaviour of 
metals which in turn governs the micro and crystallographic 
structures of the grown film. The charge transfer controlled 
electrodeposition gives rise to large grains with generally well 
defined crystallites shapes. Cathodic polarization behaviour of 
the metal and nanocomposite was studied in our laboratory to 
understand the electrochemical aspect.

Figure 2 depicts the variation of current density with cathode 
potential for nickel electrodeposition from nickel acetate-NMF 
bath in the absence and presence of 10 gL-1 of SiC,  TiC(nm), WC, 
B4C and Al4C3 particles. The polarization curves for Ni and Ni in 
the presence of different particles were found similar in nature. 
It is observed from the figure that with successive increase in the 
potential in the cathodic direction, current remains almost nearly 
the same and above 200 mV it shows mild tendency to increase 
with increasing potential but as the potential approached ∼500 
mV it started increasing and a sharp increase was observed above 
700 mV. It is also noticed that in the presence of particles the 
curve shifted to a less negative potential even if the nature is alike. 
This reveals depolarization in the presence of the particles. It 
seems that particles can decrease the cathode polarization due to 
ionic clouds created around particles. Watson [51] found that SiC 
particles can impose a positive displacement of the polarization 
curve for nickel reduction. It was attributed to the increase in the 
adsorption of H+ and Ni+ intermediate near the electrode which 
can participate in the cathodic reaction and showed a rapid 
increase in current at particular cathode potential of -580 mV. 

Similar depolarization behavior has also been reported [52] and 
the observed depolarization was attributed to the enhanced mass 
transfer to some extent due to adsorbed Ni2+ ions on the surface 
of ZrO2 particles. In another paper on cathodic polarization study 
for copper deposition with and without ZrB2 particles, it has been 
observed that the cathode current is decreased by the addition 
of ZrB2 particles at constant overpotential. This polarizing effect 
is probably due to the inhibition of the cathode surface by the 
particles, which leads to the raising of the local cathode current 
density; such an observation has been earlier reported by many 
researchers [53-55]. 

Electrodeposition of metal matrix nanocomposite 
coatings 

The first paper on the electrodeposition of metal matrix 
composite coatings described the copper-graphite system for 
self-lubricating surfaces in car engines [56] but the development 
of hardened films started only in the 1960s [57]. The wear 
properties of Ni-SiC as well as Ni-Al2O3 composite coatings were 
studied by many research groups as these coatings could be a 
good candidate to substitute the hard chromium coatings [58-60]. 
It has been found that the codeposited content of Al2O3 particles 
in nickel matrix increases by increasing the particles content in 
the galvanic bath with a decreasing rate and reaches a plateau 
that depends on the bath, temperature and current condition 
[61]. This behaviour was confirmed by other studies for a wide 
range of codeposition systems [62-64]. Different particles /
sizes, current conditions and different electroplating baths have 
been employed and experimented and it was observed that the 
amount of particles codeposited varied for different systems. The 
wear resistance of the coatings increases by the addition of micro 
or submicron particles due to the high amount of incorporated 
particles and their high intrinsic hardness. On the other hand, the 
presence of a high amount of relatively big particles could worsen 
the corrosion properties of the coating due to the presence of 
voids between the particles and the metal matrix, which are the 
preferred path of propagation for the corrosive solutions. 

There exists substantial reported work on the preparation of 
composite coatings via electrodeposition but here attention has 
been focused on only metal matrix based nanocomposite coating 
using micro- and nano-sized particles that arouse technological 
interest to the production with improved and well-controlled 
properties. Literature review reveals that electrodeposition of 
MMCs involves numerous matrix, reinforcement, bath variables 
and deposition variables and the resulting composites show 
different characteristics which make difficult to describe the 
details of studies and findings systematically; therefore it has 
been summarized in tabular form (Table 1) which include main 
features of the electrodeposited composite systems. 

Coatings with nickel matrices are the most abundant 
among electrolytically produced composite coatings and 
electrodeposition of nickel composite coatings containing 
hard ceramic particles has been discussed frequently in the 
literature [1,54,82]. A variety of particles have been successfully 
incorporated into metallic electrodeposits. These include oxides 
such as Al2O3, ZrO2, TiO2

, Cr2O3, SiO2, CeO2, RuO2, IrO2, Fe2O3, MoO2 
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Figure 2: The polarizarion curve for nickel with and without carbide 
particles (Nickel acetate 200 g/L, boric acid  35 g/L, carbide 10 g/L, 
Stirring rate 400 rpm, Temperature 55°C).
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or carbides like SiC, WC, TiC, B4C or nitrides like Si3N4 and BN 
to self lubricating particles such as MoS2, diamond, graphene, 
graphite, fluoro graphite and PTFE etc; and the salient features 
of these investigations are listed in table 2. In addition to these, 
various nitrides [83] (SiN, BN, WN), oxides [84] (ZrO2, SiO2, Al2O3, 
TiO2) and carbides [85-88] (SiC, TiC, B4C, WC and Al4C3) have 
been used as particulate to reinforce nickel and Ni-Fe matrix 
in our laboratory and sound composite coatings have been 
achieved by electrodeposition method using various organic 
solvents like NMF, DMF, ethanolamine and ethylene glycol. The 
composites were subjected to thorough characterization for their 

composition, morphology and crystallographic structure and 
evaluation of micro hardness and electrical resistivity was done.

Electrodeposition of Ni-Carbide composite coating

By convention, the term carbide is only applied to those 
compounds formed by carbon and other elements of lower or 
about equal electro negativity. The carbides, as defined above, 
can be classified in four general categories which are commonly 
identified as: Interstitial, covalent, Intermediate and Salt like 
carbides. These carbides are hard and wear resistant, have high 
melting points and are chemically inert. Refractory carbides are 

Matrix Reinforcement Additives Remarks Reference

Co TiO2

NaCl,
Na2SO4· 10H2O, 
C6H15NO3

Influence of film thickness on microstructure and functional 
properties of the nanocomposite films with an average 
thickness comprised in the (0.07 - 0.63) μm range, applications 
in spintronics.

[65]

Co BN (h) - Mechanical properties improved i.e. higher hardness, lower 
friction coefficient and high wear resistance [66]

Co Diamond - Incorporation of diamond in matrix causes deterioration. [67]

Cr SiC -
Studied the effect of the pulse-current frequency on 
morphology and hardness [68]

Cr WC Trivalent Cr salt 
with additive

Showed better hardness, corrosion resistance and wear 
resistance performance compared with the chromium-free 
deposit

[69]

Cu SiO2 C6H12O6 Effects of nano-SiO2 and C6H12O6 on coatings [70]

Cu SiO2

Cetyl trimethyl 
ammonium 
bromide (CTAB)

CTAB stabilizes SiO2 suspension, promotes the nanoparticles 
incorporation in the matrix and improves the deposit 
morphology and structure. Consequently a higher corrosion 
resistance

[71]

Cu Al2O3 -
3.5 vol. % Al2O3 in composite causes grain refinement of metal 
matrix and 25 % higher hardness than pure Cu, can improve 
reliability of MEMS devices.

[72]

Fe–Ni–Cr SiC Carboxylate-Urea
Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) could be inhibited by 
carboxylate-urea system, which increases SiC, Cr contents and 
the thickness of the coatings.

[73]

PPy Gold Nanoparticless -
Showed excellent sensitivity, selectivity, reproducibility and 
stability properties and acted as electro-chemical sensor for 
hydroxylamine (HA)

[74]

Zn TiO2 -
Influence of substrate steel and titanium on annealing 
temperature of composites and texture coefficient, crystallite 
size

[75]

Zn TiO2 - TiO2 has a strong influence on the deposit surface morphology [76]

Zn TiO2 -
The nanocomposites prepared with the highest ia value (19 mA 
cm−2), exhibit the highest values for the zinc average crystallite 
size and TiO2 content.

[77]

Zn SiO2

Surfactant N,N-
dimethyldodecyl-
amine

Wt.% of larger particles (2 μm) was higher than that of smaller 
ones in the deposits (20 nm) under similar experimental 
conditions. [78]

Zn V2O5 - Higher corrosion resistance [79]

Zn MoS2
Sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS)

MoS2 changed the microstructure and crystallographic 
structure of the deposits and enhanced corrosion resistance of 
coatings.

[80]

Zn WS2 and ZrO2 SDS Uses zinc-sulfate chloride bath and sulphate bath, respectively.
Corrosion resistant coating, affect texture of Zn on mild steel [81]

Table 1:
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Table 2:

Matrix Reinforcement Remarks References

Ni Al2O3

• Effect of current density, particle concentration in the bath and particle size on the amount of particles 
co-deposited.

• The amount of Al2O3 co-deposited in the films increases with the particle concentration in the bath and 
strongly depends on the current density and on particle size.

[89]

• Additives- SDS, saccharin and coumarin
• Manipulate the composite material properties by optimizing surfactants.
• Improved Hardness of composite.

[90]

• Uses Al2O3 powder from three different sources and effect of different forms of alumina particles on the 
microhardness and microstructure of the composite was studied.

• Combustion synthesized alumina particles show higher microhardness (550 HK).
[91]

• Uses rotating polyhedron cathode composed of eight pieces of copper foil fixed on the side faces of a 
regular octagonal nylon prism 

• Graded composite
[92]

• The influence of hydrodynamics and pulse plating parameters on the electrocodeposition.
• A maximum incorporation of 12 vol. % of 50nm γ-Al2O3 particles in a nickel matrix was achieved using 

an unsubmerged IJE system, while PP and PRP resulted in composites with particle contents up to 11 vol. 
% of 13nm γ-Al2O3 particles.

[61]

• Studied the effect of mechanical and ultrasound agitation on the properties.
• Ultrasound was found better in improving tribological properties. [93]

• Effects of pulse parameters, i.e. duty cycle and frequency on the hardness and wear resistance of the 
coatings. [94]

Ni ZrO2

• Improved hardness and tribocorrosion properties [95]

• The microhardness and wear resistance of the coatings increase with increasing weight percentage of 
particles content in the coating [96]

• Deposited from Watts bath using direct current (DC), pulsed current (PC), and pulsed reverse current 
(PRC) conditions.

• The PC and PRC deposition conditions resulted in more random/weak crystallographic texture 
compared to DC deposition.

[97]

• sediment electrodeposition
• Studied the hardness, elastic modulus, residual stress, thermal expansion coefficient and thermal 

conductivity of the coatings.
[98]

Ni TiO2

• Influence of current density, concentration of particles, effect of agitation and ultrasonic waves on 
deposition.

• Optimal values of current density, concentration of particles, and agitation rate exist that maximum 
percent of particles codeposited in the coating.

[99]

• Pulse electrodeposition
• Studied corrosion resistance and mechanical properties of coating for sintered Nd-Fe-B magnet. [100]

• Studied the microstructure, friction, and wear properties of the coatings. [101]

• Best photo response for the Ni-TiO2 films were obtained from a specific composition of the bath. [102]

Ni Cr2O3

• The catalytic activity for ethanol oxidation of fabricated electrodes increases with increasing the volume 
fraction percent (Vf %) of Cr2O3 in the deposited film up to 7Vf %. [103]

• Watts bath
• Incorporation of Cr2O3 particles enhanced the microhardness, tribological behaviour and thermal 

stability of the nano-composite.
[104]

Ni SiO2

• Studied the particle-electrode surface interaction during electrodeposition.
• Incorporation of hydrophobic particles in the matrix was found to be more than hydrophilic particles. [105]

• Good wear resistance in the running-in period, with increasing particle content in the plating solution. [106]

Ni CeO2

• Plating bath containing Ni and Ce ions with no oxide powder.
• Morphology of Ni-cerium oxide coatings varied based on the Ni:Ce ion ratio. [107]

• High temperature corrosion resistance. [108]
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Ni RuO2

• Three different baths namely Watts, Chloride and Thiosulfate were used, co-deposition from Watts baths 
proved the most effective and co-deposition produces activated electrodes for hydrogen evolution. [109]

• Studied the influence of deposition current density on the composition and on hydrogen evolution of 
electrodeposited Ni + RuO2

[110,111]

Ni IrO2
• Influence of deposition current density on the composition and on hydrogen evolution of 

electrodeposited Ni + IrO2
[111]

Ni Fe2O3
• Coating was applied onto ferritic stainless steel for intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) 

interconnects application. [112]

Ni MoO2
• Studied the effect of aging of the electrolyte on composite morphology, chemical composition, 

polarization characteristics and “service life”, tested for the hydrogen evolution reaction. [113] J

Ni Si3N4

• Evaluated the microhardness, wear and corrosion properties. [114]
• Studied the tensile super plasticity and found a maximum elongation of 635% at 713 K and a strain rate 

of 1 x 10-2 s-1.
• Also noted significant amount of twinning and dislocations.

[115]

• Evaluated the friction and wear properties while being lubricated with various oils using a ball-on-disk 
sliding tester. [116]

• Studied the structure, surface morphology and the microhardness of the composites and a correlation 
between the particle content, cobalt content and structure was attempted [117]

• Incorporation of particles increased the surface roughness of the matrix but did not influence its 
structure.

• Microhardness increases on annealing.
[118]

Ni BN

• Additive alkyl-dimethyl-benzyl-ammonium saccharinate.
• Improved hardness and corrosion resistance. [119]

• In the first step a uniform film of BN was first electrophoretically deposited on an iron plate.
• and nickel was then electrodeposited in the second step onto the substrate covered with the film of BN. [120]

Ni MoS2

• The synergetic effects of graphite, MoS2, and metallic silver lubricants on the tribological characteristics 
of composites were analyzed.

• The synergetic lubricating effect of molybdate (produced in the rubbing process at high temperatures) 
iron oxide (transfer from disk material to the pin) and remaining graphite multiple-lubricants play an 
important lubricating role during friction tests at a wide temperature range.

[121]

• Additives-ammonium lignosulfonate (ALS) and depramin-C (DC).
• Watts bath containing leveler, wetting agent and brightener by using a potentiostat.
• Addition of MoS2, decrease in temperature and increasing pH decreases peak current density of HER 

regardless of the surfactant used. On the other hand, the surfactants increased the peak current density.

[122]

Ni

Diamond

• Studied the influence of plating solution, current density (d.c.), current frequency (pulse plating), plating 
temperature, plating time, and stirring speed during plating processes.

• The microhardness and wear resistance increases with increasing diamond content while friction 
coefficient decreases.

[123]

• Potential structural materials for MEMS, higher diamond concentration renders composites more 
compressively stressed [124]

• Particles in bath cause the reduction potential of nickel to shift to more negatives and nickel deposition 
has higher charge transfer resistance.

• Particles in composite coating provide better corrosion performance.
[125]

• Studied electrodeposition process, phase composition, structure, physicomechanical and corrosion-
electrochemical properties of composite.

• Coatings with enhanced resistance to wear and corrosion.
[126]

• Results indicated that the metal incorporation effectively increased the graphitization of DLC films. [127]

Ni Graphene • The crystallite size, texture coefficients, corrosion resistance and hardness of coating was measured. [128,129]

Ni Graphite

• Uniform mass transport regime is essential to achieve a uniform distribution of particles over the entire 
coated surface. [130]

• Influence of graphite content, load and rotating speed on the properties of friction and wear. [131]

Ni Fluorographite • Additive- Octyl phenyl polyoxyethylene glycol glycol. [132]

Ni PTFE

• Electrodeposition from deep eutectic solvent (DES).
• Ni–3.1wt.% PTFE composite shows hydrophobic behavior with enhanced wear resistance. [133]

• Cationic fluorocarbon surfactant.
• The particle content in the films depends upon its concentration in the bath. [134]
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• Studied effect of the PTFE concentration, the current density and the agitation on both the morphology 
and properties of Ni-PTFE coatings. [135]

• Used a rotating disk electrode to show that well defined hydrodynamic conditions can be taken into 
Guglielmi model. [136]

• Water repellent coating with maximum 17 wt%. PTFE in the composite. [137]

• Studied the properties of nickel-PTFE composites. [138]

useful materials with numerous industrial applications and a 
promising future, in addition to being materials of great interest 
to the scientific community. The industrial importance of the 
refractory carbides is growing rapidly, not only in the traditional 
and well-established applications based on the strength and 
refractory nature of these materials such as cutting tools and 
abrasives but also in new and promising fields such as electronics 
and opto-electronics. Some typical applications are as follows:

Tungsten-carbide cutting tools, Silicon-carbide fibers and 
whiskers, Silicon carbide burner tubes for gas furnaces, Silicon 
carbide high-temperature semiconductor devices, Silicon carbide 
blue Light-Emitting Diode (LED) and Boron-carbide abrasive 
blast nozzles.

Interstitial carbides (WC, TiC): The difference in 
electronegativity between the two elements of the interstitial 
carbides is large. The carbon atom has a much smaller size 
than the other atom, allowing it to nest in the interstices of 
the lattice (hence the name interstitial). The bonding is partly 
covalent and ionic, but mostly metallic which explains why the 
interstitial carbides closely resemble metals. Like metallic alloys, 
their composition is often indeterminate and their electrical 
and thermal conductivities are high. In addition, they have high 
melting points, high hardness and are chemically inert. 

Ni-TiC, finds their main use as cutting tools and in wear 
resistant applications because of their superior hardness and 
reasonable fracture toughness. TiC reinforced Cu and Fe based 
composites [139] have been extensively used in electrical 
contacts, resistance welding electrodes and electrode for 
automatic welding. An exhaustive survey of literature reveals that 
though Ni-TiC metal matrix composites has been investigated 
by several investigators but very little work has been done 
particularly on the electrodeposition of Ni-TiC composite and 
most of the reports are patented and operating details are not 
available. Mostly effects of particle concentration in the bath, 
current density, pH and temperature on volume percentage 
incorporation of TiC particles in the composite electrodeposition 
of Ni-TiC coating have been investigated and the findings are 
presented in table 3. 

WC is one of the hard metals widely used in tribological 
applications and attempts have been made to codeposit WC 
with Ni metal under different condition. In table 3, informations 
related to Ni-WC composites are given. 

Covalent carbides (SiC, B4C): The difference in electro 
negativity between the two elements of the covalent carbides 
is small. The carbon atom is only slightly smaller than the other 

atom. The bonding is essentially covalent. Only two covalent 
carbides, silicon carbide and boron carbide, fully meet the 
refractory criteria. Other carbides such as beryllium carbide, Be2C 
are only partially covalent and, while they have a high melting 
point, are generally not chemically stable.

Ni-SiC composite coatings are widely used for protection of 
friction parts due to their high wear resistance and low cost of 
ceramic powder. The influence of deposition and bath variables 
on the structure and properties of few electrodeposited Ni-SiC 
composites are briefly summarized in Table 3. 

Boron carbide is an important non-metallic material with 
outstanding hardness, excellent mechanical, thermal and 
electrical properties. Its low density, high chemical inertness 
and neutron capture cross section make boron carbide an 
attractive material for micro-electronic, nuclear, military, space 
and medical applications. This is known to be the third hardest 
material in terms of its super-abrasiveness and super-hardness 
[164]. Owing to its open structure and light atoms, B4C has a low 
density (2.52 g/cm3) and also high melting point (2427°C). One of 
the major industrial uses of B4C is as an abrasive grit or powder. 
Particles with diameters in the range from 1 to 10 µm are used 
as polishing, lapping and grinding media for hard materials. 
For these applications, boron carbide is far less expensive than 
diamond. Components made of boron carbide are also very often 
used in wear resistant applications, (e. g., as blast nozzles, wheel 
dressing tools, and light weight armour plates). Ni-B4C composite 
coatings find their main uses as hard facing for anti-wear and 
anti- abrasive surfaces. Literature survey shows substantial 
research related to nickel as matrix with different ceramic 
particles as reinforce to produce metal matrix nanocomposite 
while relatively scanty information is available with the B4C 
(Table 3).  

Intermediate carbides: Some transition metals of Groups 
VII and VIII such as manganese, iron, cobalt, and nickel, as well as 
chromium of Group VI also form carbides but, their atomic radii 
are too small to accommodate the carbon atom in interstitial 
positions without severe distortion of the lattice. The carbon 
atoms are close enough for carbon-carbon bonds and carbon 
chains to form. These carbides are not generally chemically 
stable. They are hydrolyzed by water or by dilute acids to produce 
hydrocarbons and hydrogen. An exception is chromium carbide, 
Cr2C3, which is a refractory border-line case.

Salt-like carbides (Al4C3): The salt-like (or salinic) carbides 
are formed with carbon and the most electropositive elements, 
found in Groups I, II and III to the left of the Periodic Table. These 
elements have an electronegativity difference of about two or 
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Matrix Reinforcement Remarks References

Ni TiC

• Effects of particle concentration in the bath, current density, pH and temperature on volume percentage 
incorporation of TiC particles in the composite.

• Wear resistant coatings on aluminum motor engines
[140-142]

• Watts’s bath
• Effect of particle size of carbide powder on TiC incorporation.
• Magnetic stirring produces more uniform distribution in the suspension and the amount of embedded 

TiC and thus hardness of composite powder increases with decrease in particle size of titanium carbide in 
the bath.

[143]

• Uses an organic free Watts' nickel electrolyte.
• Optimization of electro-co-deposition conditions.
• Composite coating with matrix crystalline size less than 40 nm.

[142]

Ni WC

• Composites produced contain 37-59 vol % WC and in this range microhardness increases linearly (270 to 
560 VHN) whereas tensile strength decreases (568.8 to 191.2 MPa) with the content of WC.

• Annealing takes place at around 250˚C and the recrystallisation appears to be inhibited due to the 
presence of WC particles

[144]

• Improved microhardness due to dispersion strengthening effect and WC reinforcement in nickel 
composite coatings significantly affects the stability of passive film and causes a positive shift in 
passivation potential, reduction in passive range and higher passive current densities compared to pure 
nickel coatings.

[145]

• Uses Watts’s bath and rotating disc electrode.
• Studied the effect of type of current and hydrodynamic conditions of the plating bath, crystallographic 

orientation, the distribution and the percentage of the embedded particles.
• Highly porous deposits under DC condition at low rotation rate while applying PC conditions and high 

rotation velocities, compact deposits with high concentration of embedded WC particles, proposed 
mechanism of nickel electrocrystallization in the presence of WC particles.

[146]

• WC embedded in the coating could vary from a few percent to over 80%, under the same conditions 
of electrodeposition; higher amounts of embedded WC particles could be obtained from solutions 
containing smaller particles.

• Reported that the concentration of insoluble WC particles in the Watts bath has no significant influence 
on the amount of WC embedded in the coating.

[147]

• Studied tensile strength and microhardness and concluded that the improvement in the mechanical 
properties is due to the reduction in crystalline size. [148]

• Studied the effect of particle size on its incorporation and found that the amount of embedded WC and 
thus hardness of composite increases with decrease in particle size (16-20nm). [149]

Ni SiC

• Pulse electrodeposition
• Coatings exhibited four times hardness than annealed nickel and two time hardness than regular grain 

size nickel matrix
[150]

• Evaluated wear and corrosion resistance [151]
• 20 nm SiC influence the competitive formation of nuclei and crystal growth and the presence of 

nanoparticles will perturb the crystalline growth of a metal deposit, resulting in an increased number of 
defects in the crystal structure, facilitating a nanocrystalline structure.

[152,153]

• Studied the influence of current density and the concentration of particles in the bath.
• Found that increased concentration of SiC in the electrolyte corresponds to increased particle content in 

the composite.
[154]

• Microhardness, wear and corrosion resistance of coatings increases with SiC content in the plating bath.
• The increase in microhardness and wear resistance was mainly due to incorporated SiC particles which 

restrain grain growth as well as plastic deformation and promote the grain refining and dispersive 
strengthening.

[155]

• Reported almost no influence of presence of SiC in nickel matrix on micro hardness of composite.
• Reinforced SiC particles act as a physical barrier to initiation and development of defect corrosion 

resulting in improvement in corrosion resistance
[156]

• Exhibited maximum hardness and wear resistance compared to pure nickel. [157]
• Reported significant improvement in mechanical properties including hardness, yield, and tensile stress.
• Improvement in hardness of composites was mainly based on dispersion strengthening mechanism 

which is based on dislocation particle interaction.
[150]

• Reported that the codeposition of nano SiC particles leads to a 70% decrease of the wear coefficient 
at room temperature and an 88% decrease of the wear coefficient at 300 °C in comparison to the pure 
nickel deposits.

[158]

Table 3:
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• Investigated the influence of the SiC content in the electrolyte on particle distribution and wear 
resistance.

• Approximately 2–2.2 times wear resistance more than those of unreinforced Ni.
[159]

• Electrodeposition under rectangular, ramp-up, ramp-down and triangular shaped waveforms with 
relaxation time. [160]

Ni B4C

• Corrosion behaviour and hardness.
• Reported that the microhardness of composite increases with increasing content of B4C in the deposits. [161,162]

• Studied corrosion behaviour and hardness.
• Microhardness increases with the increase of the content of nano-B4C particulates, best anticorrosion 

property at 6 g L−1 B4C in the bath.
[163]

more which corresponds to an atomic bond that is at least 50% 
ionic. These compounds have the characteristics of a salt, that 
is, they have a fixed composition; their physical properties are 
unlike those of their constituent elements; they are generally 
transparent to optical radiation and are good electrical 
insulators. They form transparent and colorless crystals. Some 
contain C4- ions such as aluminum carbide (Al4C3) and beryllium 
carbide (Be2C). They evolve methane when hydrolyzed and for 
that reason are usually known as methanides. Others contain C2- 

ions such as calcium carbide (CaC2); they yield acetylene when 
hydrolyzed and are known as acetylides. Although some of these 
salt-like carbides have high melting point (for instance beryllium 
carbide sublimes above 21OO°C), they are decomposed readily 
by water and/or dilute acids at ordinary temperatures and 
thus do not meet the refractory criteria.  However, this does 
not necessarily detract from their usefulness. Aluminum and 
beryllium carbides are important industrial materials in several 
areas such as atomic energy and others.

An exhaustive survey of literature points that hardly any 
investigation on the electrodeposition of Ni-Al4C3 composite has 
been taken up hitherto. 

Characterization of Nanocomposite Coatings
Several techniques are used to study the morphological, 

electrochemical, physical and mechanical properties of 
the coating including SEM-EDS, X-ray Diffraction (XRD), 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (XPS), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), wear 
resistance, Microhardness measurement, Electrochemical 
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and Electrochemical Polarization 
etc. In order to determine the amount of codeposited particles 
into the composite coating, the density of the composite can be 
determined using helium pycnometry due to significant difference 
in density between pure Ni and Ni-ceramic nanocomposite. This 
technique has advantages over other gravimetric methods in that 
it is non-destructive method and does not need special sample 
geometry. The volume fraction Φ of particles in the composite 
can be evaluated according to the following equation:

S matrix

particle matrix

ρ ρφ
ρ ρ

−
=

−

Where ρs is the measured density of the specimen and ρmatrix 
and ρparticle are the standard values of densities of the Ni matrix 
and dispersed particles, respectively. The weight percent 

of incorporated particles into the metal matrix can also be 
determined using EDS analysis. This analysis can be performed 
both on the surface and in the cross section but this method is 
not so accurate so its application is limited to semi-quantitative 
analysis. The weight percent of incorporated particles into the 
metal matrix can be also estimated by determining the weight of 
the coating before and after the electrocodeposition process. The 
coating is then peeled off, dissolved and analyzed using atomic-
absorption spectrometry or ICP technique. Frade et al. [77] uses 
ICP to determine the composition of Zn-TiO2 nanocomposite. 
Another technique nowadays used for depth profile analysis of 
metal matrix nanocomposites is Glow Discharge (GD). In fact, 
GDs are implemented as routine technique for quality control 
in many industries (steel, aluminium, car-manufacturing, etc) 
and as a valuable tool in materials science. This is being used 
to reveal processes at the surface (e.g. passivation on highly 
corrosion-resistant stainless steel), as well as to understand the 
behavior (tribological properties, corrosion, diffusion processes, 
etc) of surface treatments such as physical or chemical vapour 
deposition or ion implantation. The emerging impact of GDs 
either coupled to Optical Emission Spectrometer (OES) or mass 
spectrometry (MS) for practical surface and thin film analysis is 
based mainly on many proved remarkable features, including high 
depth resolution, multielement capability, low detection limits, 
minimal matrix effects, accurate quantification comparatively 
low price, easiness of use and high sample throughput. The 
analytical potential of GD devices for ultra-thin film analysis (less 
than 10 nm thick) has emerged during the last few years. Glow 
discharge coupled with optical emission spectroscopy has been 
used for qualitative depth profile for two Zn-TiO2 nanocomposite 
[165] films prepared under different conditions. They show that 
a small amount of TiO2 particles is present only near the surface 
of the film, whereas Ti is distributed throughout the film. GD 
sources can be employed for the characterization of different 
types of nanocomposite films like Ni-SiC nanocomposite [12] 
giving GD-OES information about the metallic matrix thickness 
and the amount and distribution of the particles through 
the film. Additionally, a GDs source has been employed as a 
complementary technique to Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) for the characterization and optimization of synthesis 
procedures of Ni-Zn-TiO2 nanocomposites. XRD is a single, 
essential and most powerful technique in the characterization 
of the composites which can be used to determine the crystallite 
size and lattice strain, texture and phases etc.  The crystallite size 
can be obtained using the Voigt function [166] for the analysis of 
the integral breadths of broadened X-ray diffraction line. In this 
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case, the constituent Cauchy and Gaussian components can be 
obtained from the ratio of full width at half maximum intensity 
(2ω) and integral breadth (β). In a single line analysis, the 
apparent crystallite size ‘D’ and strain ‘e’ can be related to Cauchy 
(βc) and Gaussian (βG) widths of the diffraction peak at the Bragg 
angle θ

cos
D

c
λ

β θ
=

 4 tan
Ge β
θ

=
 

The constituent Cauchy and Gaussian components can be 
given as 

2
0 1 2	 	 )	(c a a aβ ψ ψ β= + +

2
0 1/2 2	 	b 1(b )	bG bβ ψ ψ ψ β+= + +

where a0, a1 & a2 are Cauchy constants.

 b0, b1/2, b1 & b2 are Gaussian constants.

and ψ =  2/β   where  is the integral breadth  obtained from 
XRD peak. 

a0 = 2.0207,     a1 = - 0.4803,       a2 = - 1.7756

b0 = 0.6420,       b1/2 = 1.4187,      b1 = – 2.2043,     b2 = 1.8706

The values of Cauchy and Gaussian constants can be taken 
from the table of Langford [167]. From the XRD pattern of Ni-ZrO2 
composite (Figure 3), the crystallite size D and the lattice strain e 
are calculated and found to be 13nm and 0.0013 corresponding 
to most intense peak.  In order to describe the structure and 
estimate quantitatively the preferred orientation of the nickel 
deposits, the relative texture coefficient (RTC (hkl)) is calculated, 
which is defined as:

0

( ) 0

/ 100
/

hkl hkl
hkl

hkl hkl

I IRTC
I I

= ×
∑

Where Ihkl are the diffraction intensities of the (hkl) lines 
measured in the diffractogram of the deposit and I◦

hkl are the 
corresponding intensities of a standard Ni powder sample 
randomly oriented. A glimpse of literature available on the metal 
matrix nanocomposites reveals that the inert particulates present 
in electrolytic bath, always exert strong influence on the texture 
of the growing metal layer, even if they are not incorporated 
in the growing metal. Gyftou et al. [58] have reported that the 
presence of nanoparticles led to the deterioration of the quality 
of the [100] preferred orientation and at high concentration of 
embedded particles (SiC), mixed crystal orientation through 
[100] and [211] axes was resolved. Spanou et al. [168] are 
of the opinion that the change of preferred orientation along 
with decreasing crystallite size of metal matrix in the deposits 
indicates an effective incorporation or embedding of the particles 
in the composite. Accordingly, the incorporation of nano sized 
SiC in nickel matrix resulted in the deposition of composite with 

smaller crystallite sizes and more structural defects than those of 
pure Ni deposits [58]. In another work reported by Fustes et al. 
[76]. XRD was used in qualitative manner to correlate the amount 
of TiO2 in the Zn- TiO2 composite coatings with its concentration 
in the plating bath. For Ni-TiC nanocomposite deposited from 
N-methylformamide bath a lattice constant 3.452 Å has been 
reported [87] which is lower than the standard value of the pure 
metal. This change in the lattice constant of the metal matrix may 
likely be due to grain refinement [169] caused by incorporation 
of TiC particles in the growing metal which hinders/alters the 
grain growth resulting into nanocrystallites of nickel. Goldstein 
et al. [170] and Gao [171] have reported that nanomaterials 
may have an appreciably reduced lattice constant than the bulk 
materials due to a huge fraction of surface atoms in the total 
amount of atoms.

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with energy 
dispersive X-ray analyser (EDS) is used to study the surface 
morphology and elemental composition of the deposits and 
cross-over sections of the composites. The SEM images of the 
coatings reveal the characteristic of surface morphology and also 
confirm particle incorporation and estimate their distribution 
in the deposited layer [172]. In general, surface of composites is 
rougher than that of pure metal deposited from particle free bath 
due to the entrapment of particles [118]. Figure 4 shows the SEM 
image of Ni-WC nanocomposite electrodeposited from an organic 
bath in author’s laboratory.  A cross sectional SEM images of 
Ni-Al2O3 composite coatings were illustrated [94] in order to 
clarify the composition and qualitative particle distribution 
induced by modifications of pulse plating parameters. They 
concluded that the amount of particles could increase due to the 
variation of these parameters without any modification in the 
other electrodeposition conditions.  Erler et al. [173] also used 
the cross-section technique to gain information of the particles 
distribution in the Ni-TiO2 composite coating. They showed that 
the particles are not uniformly distributed, in view of the fact that 
there is an ‘‘initial layer with no or very few particles’’, whatever 
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Figure 3: X-ray diffraction pattern of  Ni-Fe-ZrO2 electro composites 
deposited at 4 A dm-2 from bath containing 100 gL-1 Nickel sulfamate, 
4 gL-1 Ferrous sulphate, 5 gL-1 ZrO2, 30 gL-1 Boric acid and 35˚C and at 
stirring rate of 500 rpm.
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the particle type is. At the initial stage, super-saturation of nickel 
atoms adsorption and three-dimensional nucleation can occur 
only on the substrate particle-free areas. Therefore, a particle 
free metallic layer has to be deposited by the growth of the initial 
crystals. Next the particles can stick to the ‘‘rough’’ nickel surface 
and will be overgrown. The proportion of incorporated particles 
increases and reaches a stationary value. In general, gradient 
deposits are obtained from bath containing a gradual increasing 
or decreasing concentration of particles in the electrolytic bath. 
However, Low et al. [96] suggested a provision to obtain gradient 
deposits from a single bath simply by altering the deposition 
current density or potential and/or by altering the suspension 
hydrodynamics and bath load.

In addition to the SEM, AFM analysis also provides the surface 
morphology at the nanometric scale and due to its high resolution 
imaging; surface roughness values can be estimated [174,175].

 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is the single 
available tool in materials research which characterises the 
detail microstructure of composite. Along with the crystallite size 
and the presence of reinforcement in the deposits, TEM is used 
to investigate crystallographic defects, dislocation and twining 
in the composite. TEM images and diffraction pattern of Ni-
Al2O3 electrodeposited composite on the rotating disk electrode, 
without current modulation were examined [50]. Particles of 
various diameters ranging from tens to hundreds of nanometers 
are incorporated into the deposit from the electrolyte containing 
a distribution of γ-Al2O3 particle sizes. Wang and Wei [176] have 
observed the clusters of Al2O3 particles embedded in Ni matrix 
in the cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the Al2O3-Ni composite. 
The diffraction pattern showed a ring pattern, which indicated 
that the Ni grains are polycrystalline and very small. A similar 
microstructure was also found for ZrO2-Ni and SiC-Ni composites, 
ZrO2 agglomeration containing particles smaller than 20 nm was 
observed in the Ni matrix, and there were some pores entrapped 
in the agglomerate. 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is also used as a 

characterization tool for metal matrix nanocomposites. XPS 
provides the information regarding interaction between the 
metal matrix and the reinforcing particles. The nature of the 
interactions between Al2O3 or SiO2 nanoparticles and a nickel 
metal matrix has been reported by Tu et al. [177] who came at 
conclusion that there is not only a mechanical connection, but 
there exists also a chemical combination too between the Al2O3 
or SiO2 nanoparticles and the nickel matrix at the interface in the 
composite coating.

Properties
Microhardness

The hardness test is most valuable and most widely 
used mechanical test for evaluating the strength of 
composite materials. The hardness of composite material 
usually is considered resistance to permanent indentation. 
Electrochemically deposited composites containing particles 
of refractory compounds, like oxides, carbides or borides are 
dispersion hardened compared to the plain metal as evidenced 
by improved micro hardness. Researchers started to concentrate 
on the codeposition of smaller particles with metals that could 
enhance the mechanical properties without penalizing the 
corrosion resistance of the coating. Moreover the presence of 
a smaller hard phase could avoid the formation of an abrasive 
third body during the wear process. Ding et al. [178] used 
submicron particle sizes of alpha-alumina (0.11 micron and 
0.4 micron) and observed a linear increase in microhardness 
in both Ni and Cu with particle volume fraction in the deposit. 
The smaller particles produced a larger hardening effect and the 
strengthening mechanism was explained by a combination of 
the Orowan-type strengthening and Hall-Petch effects. Generally 
the volume fraction of codeposited particles is limited for 
nanoparticles and usually it is inversely proportional to their size 
[179]. Shao et al. [180] studied the rate of incorporation of two 
different sizes of Al2O3 nanoparticles (50 nm and 300 nm) into a 
nickel deposit. Using similar operating parameters, it was found 
that the percentage volume fraction of the 300 nm Al2O3 in the 
nickel deposit was much higher compared to the 50 nm Al2O3. 
The hardening effect is therefore related not only to the presence 
of the second hard phase but also to the changes induced in 
the metal. The amount of embedded nanoparticles depends on 
the operational parameters such as current density, pH, bath 
temperature, additives type and concentration, stirring; but the 
relationship between operating parameters and codeposition 
amount is not clear and often the results are inconsistent. Erler 
et al. [173] demonstrated that alumina nanoparticles content in 
the deposit increases on decreasing the deposition current. On 
the contrary Bund et al. [181] show that the embedded fraction 
of nano alumina is not affected by the current density in acidic 
nickel deposition bath, while it increases by increasing the 
current in alkaline deposition bath. The results regarding the 
effect of particles incorporation on the final properties is often 
contradictory because it depends on a lot of parameters and on 
both the embedded amount and the dispersion of the particles. 
The hardening effect caused by the codeposition of nanoparticles 
has been reported by many authors [27,182,183]. An increase 

Figure 4: SEM micrograph of Ni-WC composite obtained from a 30 g/L 
particle loading at different current density 2 A dm-2 at 55˚C and at stir-
ring rate of 400 rpm.
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in the hardness of nickel nanocomposite film is associated with 
the presence of the intrinsic hardness of the codeposited ceramic 
phase, to a dispersion hardening and to the refinement of the 
microstructure. Lekka et al. [161] prepared and characterized 
Ni matrix micro- and nano-SiC composite electrodeposits under 
DC conditions using a nickel sulfammate bath and studied the 
microstructure, microhardness and wear resistance under high 
load at both room temperature and 300°C. They found that the 
codeposition of the SiC particles changed the microstructure of 
the nickel matrix and the preferential orientation of the Ni grains 
from [100] to [110] leading to a noticeable improvement on 
both microhardness and wear resistance. The microstructural 
modifications and the presence of the SiC particles in the metal 
matrix led to 51% increase of the microhardness and a 63% 
decrease of the wear coefficient at 300°C while it did not offer 
any improvement at the wear resistance at room temperature. 
Gulb et al. [159] investigated the influence of the SiC content 
in the electrolyte on particle distribution, microhardness and 
wear resistance of nano-composite coatings. The hardness of 
the coatings was measured to be 280–571 HV depending on the 
particle volume in the Ni matrix.

Electrical conductivity of metal matrix nanocomposite

The electrical resistivity of the metal though high enough 
shows significant changes once any other constituent is mixed in 
it. The large volume fraction of grain boundaries in nanocrystalline 
metals typically gives rise to an increased electrical resistivity, 
which might be an advantage in soft magnetic materials. The 
reduction of grain size reduces the electrical conductivity of 
highly conducting metals e.g. copper. The amount of particulate 
incorporated in the metal matrix of the composites may show 
interesting results. In view of this the measurement was carried 
out for the different deposited composites in the present 
investigation. The results obtained are discussed in the following 
text.

 Figures 5a & 5b represent the apparent electrical resistivity 
of nickel matrix reinforced with TiC and SiC nanoparticulates 
coatings obtained in our laboratory from a non-aqueous bath. 
Electrical resistivity of as deposited nickel film was found to be 
0.045 nΏ-m and this value is 103 fold lower than that of reported 
[184] for the thin film of nickel obtained by thermal evaporation. 
Variation in electrical resistivity of Au-ZnO nanocomposite 
films prepared by electron beam codeposition techniques was 
investigated [185] and it has been found that the electrical 
resistivity increases monotonically with increasing ZnO content 
however it represents three marked characteristic regimes of 
behavior associated primarily with (1) grain boundary electron 
scattering due to grain refinement at ZnO volume fractions below 
0.3, 

(2) percolation theory for ZnO volume fractions at and above 
the percolation threshold (fc  = 0.85) and 

(3) a transition region between these where it was proposed 
that resistivity was influenced by the formation of Au-Zn 
complexes due to an oxygen deficiency in the deposited ZnO. 

Chang et al. [186] has also reported that the resistivity of the 

composites increases with increasing fraction of reinforcement in 
the deposit. The variation in the value of experimental electrical 
resistivity of the composite with respect to wt % of ceramic 
particulate in the composite and with respect to crystallite size as 
shown in Figures 5a & 5b has been analyzed in light of scattering, 
size domain, and film thickness, size of reinforcement, residual 
stress and dislocation density [187]. Since resistivity has been 
measured at room temperature, therefore the surface scattering 
may be omitted which is a temperature dependent phenomenon. 
Electrical resistivity of film has an inverse relation with thickness 
of the film. For a reinforcement size below 10 µm, the dislocation 
density has been reported to increase drastically [188]. With 
decreasing reinforcement size, the total stress and dislocation 
formed around the reinforcement enhanced the resistivity of 
the composites. In the present investigation the coatings were 
prepared under such conditions that the presence of residual 
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Figure 5a: Electrical resistivity of Ni-TiC and Ni-SiC composites vs. 
weight % incorporation of reinforcement in deposits. [TiC  (< 200 nm), 
SiC (< 100 nm)].
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stress and dislocation is expected to be greatly reduced. Also a 
fairly stable bath and inert particles have been used therefore the 
formation and incorporation of any decomposition product in 
the composite or at the interfaces can be ignored and thus could 
be considered as almost cleaned interfaces without any reaction 
product and dissolved particles, Such interface are known to 
decrease electrical resistivity [189]. 

Conclusion
There seems to be much scope for investigation in metal 

matrix nanocomposites involving variety of metals and particulate 
materials. This can open many frontiers in development of new 
exotic composite materials and newer technological industrial/
engineering applications. Since the size of particulate material 
and matrix as well are in nano range which would provide peculiar 
properties depending on their size, distribution, content in the 
composite materials. To further improve the stability of their 
outstanding functional properties in more well defined, accurate 
and predictive manner, the understanding of correlations among 
processing conditions and structural features is needed. For the 
purpose of characterization of metal matrix nanocomposites 
for their respective surface morphology, microstructure, phase 
composition, crystallography and composition a variety of 
complementary analytical tools such as SEM, TEM, XRD, EDS, 
GD and AAS are available which can contribute more to clearer 
understanding. In particular, the minimal matrix effects typical 
of GD based techniques allow reliable quantitative depth 
information with good detection limits and fast analysis times.  
Also electrolytic method being comparatively a greener route of 
preparation, much more can be thought of deeply in the direction 
to improving the technique, change in the composition of the 
electrolytic bath, operating conditions etc to bring it at a larger 
scale and to keep under more rigorously controlled conditions . 
Electro crystallization process can also be tuned by governance 
of plating parameters to achieve desired structure/shape/
properties of the nanocomposites.
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